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The Golden Retriever Bear didn’t understand Abraham’s words at all, and let out
a roar in the sky.

Then, he waved his ferocious claws and slammed down on Abraham.

Abraham’s face changed slightly, and he hurriedly flashed behind the big tree
next to him.

“boom!”

The terrifying power of the golden giant bear even made the whole tree crumble.

However, Abraham was not afraid.

He laughed excitedly: “You just attacked, now it’s my turn!”

When the words fell, Abraham jumped up, raised his fists, gathered strength, and
slammed into the chest of the golden giant bear.

“boom!”

A cracking sound rang out.

The huge body of the golden giant bear was knocked several meters away.

The strength of 400 points of physique is so tyrannical.

However, this did not cause fatal damage to the golden giant bear, but only
broke a few of its bones.

A trace of blood spilled from the corner of the golden giant bear’s mouth.

It’s hurt!

Was injured by a weak meat worm!

The golden giant bear was completely angry.
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It roared up to the sky, like a speeding truck, rushed towards Abraham, waved its
claws, and patted Abraham again.

“Wow!”

Abraham dodged aside again.

“boom!”

The big tree in front of him fell in response.

The golden giant bear claws in anger, so tyrannical!

It’s me!” Abraham shouted, jumping up and throwing his fist at the golden giant
bear.

However, the golden giant bear seemed to have expected it, and before
Abraham’s fist could come, it slapped him with another paw.

Abraham’s pupils shrank slightly, and he forcibly twisted his body in the air to
avoid being shot by the golden giant bear.

That’s right, the sharp claws of the golden giant bear also left a few scarlet
scratches on Abraham’s back.

The hot blood slowly fell to the ground.

Abraham took a deep breath and said, “It’s amazing, I can’t fall behind!”

When the words fell, he slammed the golden giant bear with a punch.

“boom!”

The golden giant bear broke several bones again.

Then, the golden giant bear waved its claws again.

“laugh!”

Abraham hurriedly avoided, but there were a few more scratches on his body.

The two of them attacked each other.

It can be said that it is punching to the flesh, very tough, and has a good viewing
experience.

“boom!”



In the end, Abraham punched the golden bear on the head.

“Pfft!”

The skull was broken, the golden giant bear fell to the ground, and soon lost all
vitality.

At this time, Abraham had no less than twenty scratches all over his body, and his
whole body seemed to be soaked in blood, which was extremely miserable.

However, Abraham’s face was full of smiles.

Because he won.

Then, an emotionless voice sounded in his ear.

“Be the first to kill a level 4 bear and get a level 4 treasure chest.”

“The first grade 4 Thai bear, and the life expectancy of Xiong people will increase
by 1 year.”

Then, a quaint box appeared in front of him.

Abraham had already opened the box and knew there was something good
inside.

Therefore, he did not hesitate at all and turned it on directly.

“Primary sonic technique, do you use it?”

“Of course I used it!” Abraham said.

The light group in the box instantly disappeared into his body.

Abraham squirmed his throat, and a wonderful power surged into his heart.

Before he could try it out, a brisk footstep sounded not far away.

A tall, handsome man, a dog, and a man with brown skin slowly appeared in the
field of vision.

They… are Omi, Tengu, and Gilku.

Jill Ku hurriedly stood in front of Omi and said in English, “Who are you?”

Not long ago, he had experienced being threatened by Hashimoto Musashi, and
he was also wary of people…



What’s more, Abraham’s whole body was covered in blood, so he looked full of
danger, so he naturally had to be more careful.

When Abraham saw Omi and Jill Ku, he was less vigilant.

He looked very happy, and said in English, “I am Abraham of the Bear Country! I
finally met the people of the earth. Who are you?”

“I’m Jill Ku from Baiguo.” Jill Ku said.

“I’m Huaxia Omi.” Omi said.

Omi’s impression of Xiong Guo was not bad.

In addition, Abraham has shown little hostility so far.

Therefore, the tone of Omi’s self-introduction also seemed more polite.

Abraham grew happier.

“It turned out to be Baiguo and Huaxia people!”

“I often buy things in Huaxia, very practical and beautiful!”

After a few words, the relationship between several people has become much
closer.

Omi said, “You seem to have a lot of injuries on your body, do you need
treatment?”

Abraham waved his hand and said, “It’s just a few minor injuries that will heal
soon.”

In fact, it is.

Because, 400 points of physique.

Not just increased strength.

It can be said that strength, speed, resilience, etc., have increased in all aspects.

Omi nodded.

Abraham said: “We are all people from the earth. Originally, we should be
wandering in another world together. It will be safer if we take care of us.”

“However, I think you should face danger alone in another world, and then you
can continue to grow.”



“So, I won’t be with you anymore.”

“Even, I think it’s better for the two of you to go separately.”

Gilku said immediately: “I want to be with Master all the time.”

Abraham nodded thoughtfully and said, “Teacher and student?”

He felt the gradually scabbed wound, and said, “It’s almost time, I’ll go first, Omi,
Jill Ku, goodbye.”

Abraham waved his hand and strode forward.

Omi and Jill Ku said, “Goodbye.”

This scene all appeared in the Xiong Guo live broadcast room.

Abraham slayed a level 4 teddy bear and gained Elementary Sonic.

At the same time, it also increased the life expectancy of Xiong people by 1 year.

This is undoubtedly… something very worthy of making everyone in the Xiong
Country happy.

However, at this time, in the live broadcast room of Xiong Guo, the barrage was
all accusing Abraham.

[Mavis: Oh my God! Abraham actually rejected Omi! 】

[Basilbo: What a great opportunity this is? 】

[Bunyan: Going alone? growing up? God, Abraham, do you know what you have
lost? 】

[Dean: 1 year lifespan? What’s the use of 1 year lifespan? Why didn’t you
follow Omi? 】

[Armand: Go, and go so fast. 】

[Bodley: Omi asked him if he needed treatment. Omi…even that Tengu could
quickly restore Abraham to his original state. What did he say about minor
injuries? 】

[Adolf: Yes, even if I have to leave, I have to let Omi get cured before leaving. 】



[Nanni: He never knew how wrong his choice was. 】

…

Naturally, Omi didn’t know the reaction of everyone in Xiong Country.

Since Abraham didn’t want to act together, Omi didn’t have any idea of
  staying behind.

He glanced at Abraham’s retreating back, chose another direction, and walked
forward.

Not long after Omi left, a clear reminder sounded in his mind.

【Ding! Walk 1 million steps in another world and get a copy of the skill. 】

copy?

With a touch of curiosity, Omi focused his attention.

[Copy: You can copy the abilities of others at will. Easily learn the ability of
others, UU reading www. . com and even get stronger abilities to show unique
charm. 】

Seeing this, Omi’s eyes lit up slightly.

If he had obtained the skill copy before the appearance of the other world, Omi
still felt that it would be of little use.

After all, his driving skills, mathematical ability, physical ability, chemical ability,
etc., all skills are far beyond ordinary people.

After the appearance of the other world, copying has a place to be.

Because, after killing the beast in another world, you can open the treasure chest,
so as to have power or different abilities.

Even after surviving for 30 days not long ago, everyone opened the treasure
chest and gained abilities.

This is worth Omi’s copying.

Then, Omi slowly turned sideways and looked at Jill Ku, who was beside him.

He has an ability… primary giant transformation.



[Copy: Primary Giant Transformation Technique! 】

Omi felt his body warm up slightly.

Then, he began to have a clear understanding in his heart.

As long as you move your mind slightly, you can gather energy to make your body
thicker and bigger, which is very magical.

The corner of Omi’s mouth twitched slightly, and his walking pace became a
little brisk.

“Whoosh!”

In the distance, a cloudy wind suddenly blew, and it was cold.

Gil Ku couldn’t help but shivered and said, “Why did it get cold all of a sudden?”

next moment…

Densely packed ceramic jars appeared in front.

Spooky, spooky.

…

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing said: “There is actually a ceramic jar here.”

[Qingchuan Lili Hanyang Tree: Ceramics? Are there humans in another world? 】

[Spring doesn’t come back: shouldn’t these ceramic jars be antiques? 】

[123 Wooden Man: Lin Shenxian made a fortune. 】

[Flower: Lin Shenxian still lacks this money? 】

[I love the sun: Cannibal ceramics! 】

[Mary: Exactly! It’s man-eating ceramics! Not long ago, Li Jinxuan of Bangzi
Country was eaten by it! 】

[The wind is waiting for you: Immortal Lin, be careful. 】



…

Tengu sniffed and called softly, “Wow!”

Omi’s heart moved slightly.

Because he understands what Tengu says.

“There’s something in the jar.”

However, Omi didn’t care too much.

Something in the jar?

What could it be?

Is it a monster?

Omi showed a hint of curiosity.

“Crack!”

Perhaps it was the tengu’s barking that disturbed the clay pot.

A nearby clay pot suddenly cracked.

next moment…

A streak of black slime shot towards the tengu.

The tengu was slightly startled, and waved his stern paws, instantly smashing the
black mucus into pieces.

“Crack!”

Then, several jars next to it cracked.

Several streaks of black mucus flew towards the Tengu.

Tengu either dodge quickly, or attack with claws, constantly breaking the mucus.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

There are more and more cracked jars, and the volume and quantity of black
mucus are also increasing and increasing.



Finally, the tengu started to get a little scrambled.

However, the tengu are not easy to mess with, they roared up to the sky and spit
out a big fireball, dispersing and dissolving a lot of black mucus.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

Perhaps, it was because the flames burned the ceramic jar.

Perhaps, it was the tengu that completely angered the black slime.

All the ceramic jars suddenly cracked together, and endless black liquid filled the
air, obscuring the sky and turning into a black ocean.

Vast, huge, terrifying!

then.

The rolling black liquid suddenly gathered and condensed.

A giant monster with a height of about ten meters, scarlet eyes and sharp fangs
was formed.

“Ow!”

The monster roared, setting off a gust of wind.

The trees swayed and the leaves flew, and the power was extremely terrifying.

Even the Tengu couldn’t help but stand up in the face of this monster, with a grim
expression on his face.

Gilku’s legs softened and he fell directly to the ground.

This is the natural reaction of the weak when they see the strong.

A curious look appeared on Omi’s face.

“Monster turned from black liquid?”

“It seems to be quite interesting.”

“By the way, it seems to be afraid of fire.”

Omi’s voice fell, and a sea of   fire suddenly rose up around him.



“laugh!”

This sea of   fire quickly condensed and turned into a ten-meter-long flaming
giant sword.

Omi spit out a word: “Cut!”

[Skill: Three of Swords! 】

Flames, sword lights, intertwined.

The entire space seemed to be instantly evacuated into a vacuum, and it was
silent.

“Whoosh!”

In the distance, a gust of wind suddenly blew across.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

The surface of the huge monster, like overbaked porcelain, has red cracks on the
surface.

“Pfft!”

The next moment, the monster shattered into pieces, turned into countless tiny
black hard objects, and fell to the ground with a dull sound.

The trees within a radius of several hundred meters were like bubbles, all
shattered and turned into smoke and dust in the sky.

Then, an emotionless voice sounded in Omi’s ear.

“The first to kill the 8th-level **** water and get the 8th-level treasure chest.”

“The first person who kills a level 8 **** will increase Huaxia Oil by 50%.”

Omi didn’t wait, raised his hand and opened the treasure chest in front of him.

“500 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

At the same time, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 5000 physique. 】



The rolling force, like a tide, was surging in the body, causing Omi’s muscles and
bones to wriggle.

Omi looked at Jill Ku, whose eyes were paralyzed on the ground, and said, “Go
and use 500 points of physique.”

Getting along these days.

Although, Omi still never thought of accepting Jill Ku as a disciple.

But on the whole, I have a good impression of him.

Every time a stronger ghost hand appears, Gilku is intimidated by instinct, which
is really not good-looking.

Therefore, giving him 500 physique points is quite necessary.

Gilcool is still in a stunned state…

So much that Omi didn’t hear what he said.

see this…

With a wave of Omi’s hand, the light group in the treasure box directly
submerged into Jill Ku’s body.

“Wow!”

In an instant, the muscles in Gilku’s body grew rapidly, and the rolling energy
instantly pulled him back to reality.

Gilku looked at his hands in disbelief, “This…this…”

…

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing said excitedly, “Professor Lin is amazing!”

[Feng Family: I knew that Lin Shenxian was the strongest! 】

[Tian: Niubi! 】

[Hongda: The black liquid in those porcelain jars can actually fit together! Level 8
**** fluid, it’s a bit like venom. 】



[Cold air is coming: I just said, Lin Shenxian is a superman with a sword! With a
single sword, he killed level 8 **** liquid. Moreover, it is still a flame sword, so
handsome! 】

[哗哧: Our oil in China has increased by 50%! This time, I don’t have to worry

about energy anymore, thank you Lin Shenxian. 】

[Bai Yang: Thank you Lin Shenxian. 】

[Messy: Thank you Lin Shenxian. 】

…

In fact, it’s not just Chinese people who are thanking Omi.

There are also people in Baiguo who are thanking Omi.

Gilbevan family, UU reading www. When .com saw Gilku encountering a ceramic
jar, especially when he saw the endless black slime coming out of the ceramic jar,
his face turned pale with fright.

And when they saw that Omi killed the 8th-level Hell Liquid, and then gave 500
physique points to Gil Ku, all the Gilbevin family jumped up with joy.

“Jilku has gained 500 physique points!”

“Gilcool has turned into Super Super Superman!”

“Thank you Master!”

“Thank you Master!”

“Master is not at home, we are going to thank grandpa, grandma and auntie!”

“That’s right!”

So, the Gilbevan family hurried to Omi’s house again, and kept calling Lin Tao,
Dai Weixue, Lin Xiaoyao, grandpa, grandma, and auntie.

Lin Tao, Dai Weixue, and Lin Xiaoyao opened their mouths, trying to stop them.

In the end, it could only be turned into a sigh.

Gilku felt the endless energy in his body, and the whole person was a little
overwhelmed.



After a while, he said excitedly, “Thank you, Master!”

Omi didn’t answer, but turned his eyes to the front.

Perhaps, it was the reason why the beheading of the 8th-level **** liquid was too
loud.

10 monsters wearing bronze armor and holding halberds, about two meters high,
rushed over from a distance.

Their eyes were scarlet, and their bodies were filled with a chilling aura.

Impressive, scary.

Omi murmured: “There are jars, and there are armored warriors? There should be
people living in this other world before, right?”

When the words fell, Omi shook his palm lightly.

The flame long sword that has not dissipated, transformed into a beautiful sword
flower in the air.

“boom!”

“boom!”

The bronze-armored warriors rushing in, all shattered like a bubble.

Only the wisps of smoke and dust in the air proved that they had appeared not
long ago.

At this moment, an emotionless voice sounded from the scene.

“The first to kill a level 6 armored team will be rewarded with a level 6 treasure
chest.”

“The first to kill a level 6 armored team, and an energy ore vein appeared in
Huaxia.”

Omi directly opened the treasure chest in front of him.

“600 mental power, do you want to use it?”

At the same time, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, you will get a special red envelope, 6000 mental

power. 】



Omi felt relieved for a while, and his thoughts were extremely clear.

Then, he said to Tengu: “You can use these 600 points of mental power.”

Tengu put his paw on the light ball.

After the light group revolved around the tengu, it disappeared into its body.

Immediately, Tengu’s eyes flickered faintly.

Also at this time, another emotionless voice appeared on the scene.

“The first to help level 7 Tengu to level 8 and get a level 4 treasure chest.”

“The first to help level 7 Tengu rise to level 8, reducing Huaxia pollution by 10%.”

Omi didn’t expect that he had obtained another treasure chest and opened it
casually.

“200 physique, do you want to use it?”

Immediately, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

[Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 2000 physique. 】

strength, rising again.

Omi said to Tiangou, “You can use these 200 points of physique.”

After all, because of the tengu, he has already obtained 2000 physique points.

These 200 points of physique should be regarded as a reward for Tengu.

Tengu didn’t hesitate, and put his paw directly on the light ball.

The white hair swayed, and the strength increased.

All the enemies in front of him had been eliminated, and Omi had no intention
of staying in place.

The two of them, one dog, once again took brisk steps and walked forward.

The sky is getting darker.

At this time, a large bird happened to fly over the treetops overhead.

Omi’s thoughts moved slightly.



[Skill: Gravity Control! 】

“boom!”

The big bird fell directly to the ground like being crushed by a mountain.

Gilcool has seen similar situations several times.

So, it’s not surprising.

He hurry up to pick up the firewood and prepare the barbecue.

In the past, many dead trees could be seen everywhere on the ground.

However, today, Gilku has been looking for a long time, but he has not found a
dead tree.

“rustle!”

While Gilku was trying to find dead wood, he didn’t notice a branch behind him,
and suddenly swayed.

No!

Not just one branch, all branches shook.

Then, these branches were like tentacles, and Qi Qi surrounded Gilku.

“Wang Wang!”

The tengu in the distance let out a bark.

Then, with a dash, he stretched out his claws and cut off all the branches.

Omi also heard the sound and walked over.

At this time, all the surrounding trees seemed to be alive, shaking and dancing.

In fact…

It wasn’t just the branches around Omi that swayed. When night fell, all the big
trees in the forbidden area came alive.

A tengu in Gilku blocked a branch once, preventing them from acting rashly.

Others in the forbidden area were not so lucky.



Someone was hoisted into the air by a branch.

Someone was entangled into a zongzi.

Someone was chased by the branches and fled quickly.

…………

US live broadcast.

The host was surprised: “Oh, my God! What happened? Who can tell me this is not
true! I actually saw all the trees move.”

[Mike: Host, you read that right, the tree really moved. 】

[Ellens: This is too weird! 】

[Henry Fett: Oh, no! Our hero got caught in a branch and he didn’t break free! 】

[MM: Who will save them! 】

…………

Eagle Country Live Room.

[Philips: What exactly is this place? 】

[FF: Those big trees are like terrible monsters. 】

[8888: No! He was caught! 】

…………

Compared with the surprise and anxiety of other countries, the picture in the
Huaxia live broadcast room is very different.

[Whose youth is not confused: tree demon? Are these all tree demons? 】

[Yan Ye: There are so many tree demons, shouldn’t there be a grandmother of
the tree demon? 】

[Wind: Dryad grandma? Wouldn’t it be possible to have Nie Xiaoqian? 】



[Flower: I don’t know if Nie Xiaoqian from another world looks good. 】

…………

Who would have thought that at such a time of crisis, the Chinese audience
would not be nervous or worried at all.

Instead, he was concerned about the other world ‘Nie Xiaoqian’.

Because, they believed in Omi’s strength and firmly believed that he would
never be in danger.

And the fact is as everyone expected.

Omi looked at the swaying trees and murmured, “During the day, these big trees
haven’t moved yet… Are they only active at night?”

While Omi was muttering to himself, the surrounding branches turned into
tentacles again, and suddenly rushed towards Omi.

“Are you in such a hurry?” Omi shouted in a deep voice, and suddenly pulled out
the long sword from his waist.

[One of the swords: Draw the sword and cut the sky! 】

Several beams of brilliance flashed, and all the branches that flew over were
broken.

The surrounding trees are almost all bald.

However, there was a ray of brilliance on the surface of these bald branches~ ~
and dense branches grew at a speed visible to the naked eye.

At the same time, the energy in Omi, Jill Ku, and Tengu suddenly decreased a
little.

Omi said, “So it turns out that you can absorb the energy of others in the
forbidden area, and then replenish yourself?”

“It seems… a quick decision is needed.”

“Flame is better for restraining trees.”

“Wow!”

As soon as the words fell, Omi’s whole body suddenly burst into the sky with
flames, which instantly completely illuminated the darkness that had fallen into
the sky.



Omi picked up the Starfall Sword and danced a sword flower in the air.

“Wow!”

The next moment, all the flames suddenly converged and condensed, turning
into countless fiery swords hovering in the air.

“Go!” Omi whispered.

[Nine of Swords: Ten Thousand Swords Come Out! 】
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Omi’s voice was not too loud.

However, it is like the voice of a fairy, ethereal and vast.

Ripple all over the woods.

“Whoosh!”

The next moment, the countless fire swords hovering in the air shot rapidly in all
directions.

“Wow!”

Wherever the flaming sword passed, the trunks and branches were all broken,
and they burned quickly, turning into ashes in an instant.

No!

Not only was the tree attacked, but many bronze armored warriors and all kinds
of beasts in the forbidden area were also attacked and turned to ashes.

And those who were wrapped by the branches, chased by the branches, and
entangled by the branches… all fell to the ground unharmed.

They looked at the flaming long sword flying in front of them and were stunned
for a while.

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


After a while, the fire sword disappeared and the big tree dissipated.

The entire forbidden area became bare, and there was no more tree to be seen,
only the flying smoke.

At this moment, a series of emotionless voices sounded in Omi’s ears.

“Be the first to kill a level 6 black python and get a level 5 treasure chest.”

“Being the first to kill a level 6 black python, the air quality in Huaxia is improved
by 10%.”

“The first to kill a level 7 tiger eagle and get a level 6 treasure chest.”

“Being the first to kill a level 7 tiger eagle, Huaxia pollution is reduced by 10%.”

“Be the first to kill a level 8 iron lion and get a level 7 treasure chest.”

“Being the first to kill a level 8 iron lion, China’s greenery will increase by 10%.”

…

“Be the first to destroy a level 8 forbidden area and get a level 8 mysterious
treasure chest.”

“The first to destroy the 8th forbidden area, Huaxia came to an initial forbidden
area.”

“Wow!”

next moment…

Omi, Tengu, Jill Ku, and the heroes of various countries who were still in a
stunned state suddenly disappeared into the smoke-filled level 8 forbidden area.

Immediately afterwards, they returned to the location where they originally
opened the 30-day golden treasure chest.

In front of Omi, several treasure chests appeared.

Omi didn’t hesitate to open the boxes one by one.

“300 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

“200 mental power, do you want to use it?”

“400 points of physique, do you want to use it?”



…

At the same time, Omi’s mind kept ringing a crisp reminder sound.

【Ding! Congratulations, you will get a special red envelope, 3000 points of

physique. 】

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, 2000 mental power. 】

【Ding! Congratulations, you will get a special red envelope, 4000 points of

physique. 】

…

Strength and spiritual power are all growing rapidly.

Omi felt extremely happy.

Finally, he turned his attention to the mysterious treasure chest.

“Primary wood control technique, is it used?”

In his mind, a crisp prompt sounded again.

【Ding! Congratulations, get a special red envelope, advanced wood control. 】

Immediately, in Omi’s field of vision, the ground, rocks, and other places were
filled with dense wood-type particles.

Omi had a very real feeling that as long as he moved his thoughts slightly, these
wood-attribute particles would quickly gather, thus growing into a green grass
and huge trees in the sky.

Incredibly amazing!

Omi twitched the corners of his mouth. Obviously, he was in a good mood.

Then, he said to Tengu: “Use these things.”

Tengu called softly: “Wow!”

“OK!”

It wagged its tail, touching its claws one after another.



After the group of light was submerged into the Tengu’s body, its aura became
stronger and stronger.

Omi glanced at the big bird in his hand and said, “Go pick up firewood and come
back.”

Tengu and Jill heard the cool words and hurriedly carried a large pile of firewood.

Filled with seasonings, the fire burns.

Soon, wisps of fragrance permeated the scene.

…

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiaobing said with sincere admiration: “Too…too powerful!”

[Guarding Shiyan: Ten Thousand Swords Return to the Sect! This is simply the
return of ten thousand swords! 】

[Love you: Such a large tree demon was killed in an instant. 】

[Children’s paper from other people: It’s too awesome! 】

[Qingqing Prairie: Immortal Lin, do you still say that you are not an immortal? 】

[Donuts: Tengu got so many good things all at once, another day of envy of
dogs. 】

[Hello: Another day to envy dogs. 】

[Born to be human: Another day to envy dogs. 】

[Here comes the city people: Another day of envy for dogs. 】

…

The entire screen was soon filled with barrages of envy of Tengu.

[Wuying: There seems to be some special discovery in the initial forbidden area
that came to China last time. Now the initial forbidden area has appeared again.
Does anyone know where it appeared? 】



[Comparison: What the hell! A large forest suddenly appeared in the center of
our spring, and it was the exact same forest as the level 8 forbidden area! 】

[Indisputable in the world: A big tree suddenly sprang out of our house, which
startled me! 】

[Wan: Oh my god… so many trees! However, the air seems to smell nice and
refreshed! Omg! My myopia seems to be gone! 】

[Shanchuan: Me too, suddenly I am no longer myopic! 】

[Sun: Is the initial forbidden area so powerful? I’ve been nearsighted for years,
and now I’m going to Quanshi! 】

[Wooden man: I will go too! 】

…

Many people set off for Izumi City.

Some people want to treat myopia like the people of Izumi.

Some people want to see if it can treat other diseases.

After all, if myopia can be recovered, maybe other diseases can also.

Others are curious.

However, when these people arrived in Quan City, they were stopped by a large
number of investigators and soldiers.

Izumi City has been strictly managed from this moment on.

…

US live broadcast.

The host jumped up excitedly and shouted, “Oh, my God! What did I just see? A
flaming sword flew in the sky? Burning all the trees!”

“I see, this must be God’s hero to rescue us!”

[Jack: The heroes are all right, great! 】

[Fred: Just now…what is that? 】



[Galen: It’s amazing! 】

[Abbot: That flaming sword, UU reading reminds me of a magician. 】

[Job: It’s Omi, Omi from China, a man called a fairy! He shot out my countless
flaming swords, directly destroying the entire No. 8 forbidden area! Simply,
incredible. 】

[Forrest: Omi has the power of God! 】

[Ebota: Omi killed so many monsters, which greatly improved China’s energy,
greening, air quality, and human lifespan! I heard that the air in China is full of
sweet smells! 】

[Klaus: Is it too late to join Huaxia household registration now? 】

This sentence seems to resonate with many people.

So, that day, many people came to Huaxia and wanted to join Huaxia.

Unfortunately, they are destined to run for nothing.

Because, Huaxia household registration does not want to join at all, you can join.

Omi had no idea what was going on in reality.

After he was full, he drew a circle of 200 square meters, took out his sleeping bag
and fell asleep comfortably.

…

In the blink of an eye, it was the next day.

as usual.

Omi, Tengu, and Jill Ku found a direction and strolled forward.

Before walking far, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Live in another world for 744 hours and obtain primary time spells. 】

Immediately, in Omi’s field of vision, countless flowing time particles appeared.

Omi’s thoughts moved slightly, and these time particles suddenly solidified.



The leaves that are about to fall, the big bird flying in the air, the small snake
crawling in the distance, and Jill Ku who just took a step next to him… This space
seemed to be frozen, and stopped in an instant.

No!

Not just in this space, but the same thing happened on Earth.

Omi raised his hand and picked up the fallen leaves in the air, then threw them
away.

The fallen leaves once again stopped in the air as if they had frozen.

The corner of Omi’s mouth twitched slightly, not bad ability!

Then, his mind moved slightly.

The next moment, the particles of time resume their flow.

The leaves fell slowly, the big bird in the air continued to fly, the little snake kept
twisting, and Jill Ku took a solid step…

Everything is back to normal.

People watching live broadcasts on earth are still posting bullet screens while
eating…

None of them found anything unusual.

In the blink of an eye, 5 days have passed.

In the past few days, Omi has also encountered several beasts.

However, he didn’t need to do anything at all, and it was all solved by Tengu.

In addition, Omi lived in these five days, and obtained 800 physique points and
600 mental strength points from the system.

…

A hero of the country named Eugene Giles.

He is a sniper for the dark organization.

After Eugene Giles was selected, he prepared two sniper rifles and a large
backpack of bullets.



After most of the heroes arrived in the other world, they had a very embarrassing
life.

When encountering beasts, they are either eaten or run away in a panic.

At the same time, pray silently in your heart and never encounter a beast again.

And Eugene Giles is completely different.

After he arrived in another world, he found the commanding heights and used his
superb shooting ability to shoot a giant snake-tailed lion in the eye, thereby
gaining 20 points of mental power.

Immediately, Eugene Giles’ perception and shooting ability have all been greatly
improved.

This allowed Eugene Giles to experience the benefits of hunting.

So, he began to actively hunt the beasts.

Later, he not only hunted beasts, but also chose to kill each other when he met
people.

Because most of the human beings have materials.

In one month, Eugene Giles killed a total of 4 beasts and 5 humans.

Today, as usual, he found a hidden location.

Then, like a wooden stake, there was no movement.

…

Liguo live broadcast room.

[Barry: I don’t know if Eugene Giles will encounter a beast today. 】

[Hustin: It’s just… Eugene Giles likes to kill, it’s kind of scary. 】

[Norton: Scary? This is the law of the jungle! The strong survive! 】

[Job: Exactly! Plus, I prefer watching him kill, one shot! boom! So handsome! 】

[Klaus: Eugene Giles, you are the best! You are our hero! 】

hero?



That’s right!

Eugene Giles is truly a hero.

Because, after he solved the 4 beasts, Liguo’s land area, oil, ore, and air quality
have all increased.

At this moment, Eugene Giles, who had been motionless, suddenly tickled the
corner of his mouth.

He whispered: “There is another prey.”

A tall, handsome figure, a brown-skinned man, and a wolf-like dog all appeared in
the sights.

They… are Omi, Gil Ku and Tengu.

Eugene Giles said: “Not bad! There is a lot of food in the backpack, and there is
even a dog. It seems… I can eat for a long time.”

…

Liguo live broadcast room.

The originally excited style of painting immediately changed.

[Xu Mu: It’s Omi! 】

[MAKEY: Wait, Eugene Giles, what do you want to do? 】

[John: Eugene Giles, no! Never shoot! 】

[Armstrong: Don’t shoot! 】

…

The entire barrage is all about stopping and admonishing.

Because they all knew how powerful and terrifying Omi was.

That is the real existence of the gods.

A gun, I’m afraid it won’t work at all.

And once you anger the other party, the consequences are absolutely terrible.



…

These obstacles and admonitions are obviously useless.

The corner of Eugene Giles’ mouth twitched slightly and said, “Goodbye!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

He pulled the trigger three times in a row.

Three golden bullets pierced the air and shot towards the heads of Omi, Tengu,
and Jill Ku.

“Wow!”

When they were only half a meter away, Omi suddenly raised his head.

It was also at this time that the three bullets were all frozen in the air.

No!

It’s not just bullets that are stuck in the air.

The tengu who stepped on one front foot, the fallen leaves above his head, the
big bird flying in the air… all stayed in the air.

[Skill: Primary Time Technique! 】

Omi glanced at Eugene Giles in the distance and said, “Can you kill someone with
a gun? That’s fine.”

After the words fell, Omi slowly turned the bullet in the air.

“call out!”

It is also at this time…

Tengu’s front feet continued to move forward, the leaves fell slowly, and the big
bird continued to fly…

And the golden bullets flew back quickly towards the position where they came
from.



“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

Three soft beeps.

All three bullets passed through the head of Eugene Giles, who was hiding in the
distance, and the whole head exploded instantly, shooting red and white,
extremely bloody.

Gil Ku said: “Master, there seems to be gunshots, where is there fighting?”

While speaking, he kept looking around.

Omi smiled and said, “You heard it wrong, let’s go.”

He didn’t make any stops, and walked ahead very leisurely.

Tengu glanced at the place where Eugene Giles fell, and followed Omi silently.

Gilku scratched his head and said, “Did you hear it wrong?”

Then, UU Reading caught up in Omi’s footsteps.

…

On the other hand, an emotionless voice sounded in the ears of everyone in the
country.

“Eugene Giles is dead, and the Liguo desert has increased by 20%.”

Immediately, a wisp of black air permeated the gate of the void.

“Wow!”

In an instant, a city in Li Country instantly turned into a desert, and countless
buildings collapsed like broken shadows.

Some people living in the city, standing in the hot desert, their faces are all blank.

“Whoosh!”

A gust of wind for no reason blew many people into a mouthful of sand, and what
was more, was directly buried in the endless desert.

Senran, terrible!



Desperate!

There was a lot of noise in the Liguo live broadcast room.

[Carl: No! 】

[Myrons: Eugene Giles, why are you shooting? 】

[Josh: Why? ! 】

[Bevin: Ga City has become a desert! 】

[Darrell: Didn’t Eugene Giles shoot? Why was Omi and the others all right, but
Eugene Giles got a headshot? Can anyone tell me what exactly happened? 】

[Proportion: We benefit the country, it’s over! 】

…………

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing said: “The scenery of the other world is really good.”

[Broad seas and sky: I seem to have heard gunshots too. 】

[Bumpman: It’s the sound of gunshots! Just now, Eugene Giles shot at Lin
Shenxian! However, Lin Shenxian was fine, but that Eugene Giles had his head
shot. 】

[Zhao Hai: What the hell! I just saw the live broadcast of Liguo, that Eugene Giles
died so tragically, but cool! 】

[1314: Hahaha! Dare to shoot Lin Shenxian, you don’t know how to die, right? 】

…………

Omi naturally didn’t know the reaction of Li Guo and Hua Xia.

And killing Eugene Giles was just a very small thing.

He didn’t care at all.

Not long after Omi, Tengu, and Gilku left, an emotionless voice suddenly
sounded in their ears.



“Enter the level 9 secret realm, countdown!”

“10!”

“9!”

“8!”

…………

their ears?

No!

Not just in their ears!

The same voice sounded in the ears of everyone in the other world.

Most of the people had a look of horror on their faces.

Because they still clearly remember how terrible the level 8 secret realm was not
long ago.

Even, he almost died in it.

What will the level 9 secret realm be like this time?

How they think and worry is obviously useless.

“2!”

“1!”

After falling with an emotionless voice.

Omi, Tengu, Jill Ku, and all the heroes from various countries all disappeared in
place.

The next moment, everyone appeared in the vast desert.

A dazzling scorching sun was suspended in the air, like a fireball, distorting the
air.

“clatter!”

Drops of hot sweat continued to slide down everyone’s cheeks.



Gil Ku said: “It’s so hot, is the level 9 forbidden area in the desert? There’s still a
cactus there, what a big cactus!”

“But what danger can a desert be?”

“Wow!”

As soon as Gilku’s voice fell, the distance suddenly became foggy.

Then, the sky is covered with darkness, and the darkness is overwhelming.

Jill Ku’s pupils shrank and shouted, “Sandstorm! Master, there is a sandstorm
ahead!”

After speaking, he hurriedly looked around, as if he wanted to find a place to
hide.

However, he soon discovered that all around was yellow sand, and there was no
way to avoid it.

Jill Ku said anxiously, “Master, what should we do? We might be buried alive in
such a big sandstorm!”

Omi said, “This is not a sandstorm.”

“Isn’t it a sandstorm?” Jill was stunned for a moment.

Then, he looked forward again.

Soon, he frowned and said, “It’s a sandstorm… ah! No!”

“Insects, a lot of bugs!”

Black carapace, sharp tentacles…

That’s right!

This is the innumerable number of bugs.

Not a dust storm!

“Wow!”

“How come there are so many bugs? They’re flying towards us!” Gilku yelled.

At this time, the dense insects were getting closer and closer to Omi and the
others.



When passing by the cactus, the cactus immediately decreased rapidly at a speed
visible to the naked eye.

Turning around, there is nothing left.

These bugs have a very terrifying destructive power!

Gilku cried out in horror, “Master, what should we do?”

Omi said easily, “It’s fine.”

“Buzz!”

Insects fly extremely fast.

100 metres.

90 meters.

…………

In the blink of an eye, the dense insects arrived 10 meters ago.

see this…

Gilku’s forehead was covered with beads of sweat.

One is heat.

The second is fear.

In fact, there were so many bugs that even the number made the scalp tingle.

What’s more, they have a very terrifying destructive power.

“Wow!”

At this time, a raging fire suddenly ignited on the densely packed insects.

“Buzz!”

However, these flames did not cause much damage to the bugs, they still flapped
their wings, as if they turned into fireballs that filled the sky, and continued to fly
towards Omi and the others.

Omi was a little surprised and said, “Oh? Are you resistant to fire?”



Then, thoughtfully: “Is it because of living in the desert for a long time?”

“I’m not afraid of fire, so what about ice?”

As Omi’s thoughts moved slightly, the ice particles quickly condensed.

“laugh!”

The insects that were originally burning with flames immediately formed a thick
layer of ice.

“Crash!”

Then, the worms in the sky turned into huge ice cubes, and they all fell on the
desert, making a dull sound.

In this scene, I stared directly at Jill Ku, who was beside him. He half opened his
mouth and was speechless for a long time.

After a while, an emotionless voice sounded from the scene.

“Be the first to kill a level 6 desert marching locust and get a level 6 treasure
chest.”

“The first to kill the 6th-level desert marching locust, the number of endangered
creatures in China increased by 50%.”

…………

Huaxia live broadcast room.

Xiao Bing was stunned and said, “Sand… there is hail in the desert.”

[Whose fault is loneliness: what the hell! When those bugs appeared, I almost
scared my father to death! Fortunately, it was frozen in a blink of an eye! 】

[Without a Trace: Could it be that Lin Shenxian also did this? 】

[Wenjiu: Get rid of it! Of course, Lin Shenxian did it! Besides him, who else can
make the miracle of hail in the desert? Immortal Lin, you are so awesome! 】

[Boiled Water: Endangered creatures have increased by 50%, if Lin Shenxian
gives this kind of reward a few more times, won’t every family be able to raise a
panda in the future! 】

[Gulu Gulu Gulu: I want to raise elk! 】



[Flowing water on the mountain: I want to raise tigers! 】

…………

Gradually, the barrages in the Huaxia live broadcast room became what kind of
animals to feed.

This scene is like coming to the cute pet live broadcast room.

…………

Omi didn’t know anything about these ~ ~.

He directly focused on the level 6 treasure chest in front of him and slowly
opened it.

“400 points of physique, do you want to use it?”

Then, a clear prompt sounded in Omi’s mind.

【Ding! Congratulations, you will get a special red envelope, 4000 points of

physique. 】

The billowing energy continued to flow in Omi’s body.

Strength, grow again.

Omi glanced at Jill Ku, who was stunned, and said, “You can use these 400 points
of physique.”

After he finished speaking, without waiting for Jill Ku to respond, he waved his
hand, and the light group sank directly into his body.

Ji Kui felt the soaring power in his body, and then he came back to his senses and
said excitedly, “Thank you, Master!”

Omi waved his hand and continued to walk forward.

Many people feel very new when they first see the desert.

But over time, it gets boring and boring.

Because, except for the yellow sand that fills the sky, it is difficult to see other
animals and plants.

And people in the desert get tired easily.



Dehydration and heat stroke often occur in the desert.

Fortunately, the heroes selected from various countries have all obtained at
least one treasure chest, or have mental power, or physique far exceeding
superhuman, or have a special ability.

This also allows them to persist in the desert for longer periods of time.

The hero of the bear country, Abraham is one of the representatives.

“call!”

A gust of wind blew across the sand.

Abraham didn’t have time to cover his mouth and nose with his hands.

He spat: “Damn, it’s all sand!”

Then, looking towards the boundless distance, he said, “When will I be able to see
the head?”

Abraham had to bow his head and continue to walk forward.

…………

Xiongguo live broadcast room.

The host sighed and said, “I hope Abraham can get out of the desert sooner.”

[Alison: God bless! 】

[Dodge: The temperature in the desert is high during the day, but it is usually
very cold at night. I hope Abraham can persevere and pray for blessings. 】

[Hunter: Hey, it would be great if Abraham followed Omi last time. 】

[Has: Yes. I just saw the Huaxia live broadcast. Omi created a large hailstorm in
the desert. If he followed Omi, he would not feel hot in the desert at all. 】

[Ebot: Desert hail? Omg! This is amazing too! Is Omi really God? 】

[Marin: I think God may not be as powerful as him. 】

[Giroux: Now, I just beg Abraham not to encounter any terrifying monsters. 】



…………

However, sometimes the more worrying things are, the more likely they are to
happen.

“Wow!”

At this time, a giant scorpion with a height of about 5 meters and a golden body
suddenly sprang out from the sand in front of Abraham.

A suffocating suffocating aura surged out, setting off the yellow sand that filled
the sky.
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